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Single-electron source: Adiabatic versus nonadiabatic emission
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We investigate adiabatic and nonadiabatic emission of single particles into an edge state using an analytically
solvable dynamical scattering matrix model of an on-demand source. We compare adiabatic and nonadiabatic
emissions by considering two geometries: a collider geometry where two emitters are coupled to two different
edge states and a series geometry where two emitters are coupled to the same edge state. Most effects observed
for adiabatic emitters also occur for nonadiabatic emitters. In particular this applies to effects arising due to
the overlap of wave packets colliding at a quantum point contact. Specifically we compare the Pauli peak (the
fermionic analog of the bosonic Hong-Ou-Mandel dip) for the adiabatic and nonadiabatic collider and find them
to be similar. In contrast we find a striking difference between the two operating conditions in the series geometry
in which particles are emitted into the same edge state. Whereas the squared average charge current can be
nullified for both operating conditions, the heat current can be made to vanish only with adiabatic emitters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in the field of dynamical quantum
transport1 opens new and fascinating perspectives for explor-
ing and understanding mesoscopic and nanoscopic conductors.
With the implementation of an on-demand single-electron
emitter2,3 not relying on electron-electron interaction it is pos-
sible to address directly dynamic properties of a single-electron
state in solids. The single-particle nature of emitted wave
packets was demonstrated using the noise measurements.4–7 To
investigate the coherence properties of emitted wave packets an
approach based on the measurement of current correlations at
a beam splitter8,9 and an approach based on the measurement
of current at the output of an interferometer10 have already
been proposed.

The state of an electron depends crucially on the way
it is emitted; see Fig. 1. In most experiments with such
high-speed single-electron sources—see, e.g., Refs. 11–15,
also the theoretical proposal in Ref. 16 and the analysis of
a single-electron capture in Ref. 17—electrons are emitted
from the quantum dot with energy far above the Fermi level.
On the other hand, in theory many effects were predicted
for electrons emitted adiabatically almost at the surface of
the Fermi sea: the shot-noise quantization;18–21 the shot-noise
suppression effect;18,22 a two-particle interference and entan-
glement generation23–25 interesting for quantum information
applications;26 a particle reabsorption;27,28 the suppression of
a single-particle interference by collisions.29 Recently also
single and few-electron sources based on the generation of
Lorentzian voltage pulses applied to a ballistic conductor
as proposed in Refs. 30 and 31, and discussed in detail in
Ref. 32, have now been realized experimentally in Ref. 33.
The properties of a single-electron state generated by such a
source are similar to those of the state emitted adiabatically by
a single lead mesoscopic capacitor.2

Our aim here is to answer the question of whether one can
expect similar effects with particles emitted nonadiabatically
or not. For this purpose we analyze the single-electron source
of Ref. 2 because it can operate in both adiabatic and
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Single-electron sources (SES) emit a train
of electrons (black pulses) alternating with holes (red pulses) into
an edge states (serving as an electronic waveguide). Electron and
hole pulses are well separated in time and space. The shape of the
single-particle wave packets depends crucially on the way the source
is driven: (a) Adiabatic emission: the SES is driven by a smooth
periodic potential, the pulse as a function of time has a Lorentzian
shape with width 2�τ . (b) Nonadiabatic emission: the SES is driven
by a pulsed periodic potential, the pulse as a function of time has an
exponential shape characterized by the dwell time τD .

nonadiabatic emission conditions. Moreover it seems that its
properties are well described by a noninteracting theory.2,34,35

That makes it possible to develop a relatively simple analytical
theory which describes both operating conditions.

We use a noninteracting model,2,36,37 in which the source
consists of a single circular edge state, a Fabry-Pérot cavity,
weakly coupled to a linear edge state, which plays the role
of an electron waveguide. This analytical model is in good
agreement with actual experiments. In the weak-coupling
limit, the transparency of the quantum point contact connecting
the cavity and the electron waveguide is small, T � 1. All
relevant energies are smaller than the Fermi energy μ and the
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energy spectrum of electrons can be linearized in the vicinity
of μ. That results in the equidistant spectrum of the cavity
with level spacing � = h/τ defined by the time of flight τ

around the circular edge state of the cavity. A metallic top
gate with potential U (t) periodically changes the position of
the quantum levels in the cavity. We assume optimal operating
conditions2,5,35 which require that the Fermi level is positioned
in the middle of two levels of the cavity and the gate potential
changes with amplitude �. In this case only one level crosses
the Fermi energy: When it raises above the Fermi level an
electron is emitted from the cavity into the waveguide, whereas
when the level sinks below the Fermi level an electron is
absorbed by the cavity hence a hole appears in the stream of
electrons within the waveguide. Such a source generates no dc
current and is often referred to as a quantum capacitor.34,38

To get an intuitive estimate of both the shape and the
duration of a single-particle wave packet we look at the current
pulse emitted by the cavity. The sudden change of a potential,
eU (t) = �θ (t − t−), results in a transient current pulse (an
expectation value),2,20,37

Ina(t) = θ (t − t−)
e

τD

e−(t−t−)/τD , (1)

with highly asymmetric shape (we ignore a fine structure37,39

on the scale of τ ). Here e is the electron charge and θ (t) the
Heaviside θ function. The time t− denotes the time at which the
potential changes, leading to the emission of an electron and
the label “na” stands for nonadiabatic. Indeed, as explained
below, such an emission process corresponds to nonadiabatic
emission conditions. The time τD ,

τD = τ

T
, (2)

the dwell time of an electron in the cavity. Therefore the
dwell time sets the relevant time scale of the problem under
consideration. First, the period T of the gate voltage, U (t) =
U (t + T ), should be long enough for the driven cavity to work
as a single-particle source,2

T � τD. (3)

Note that to operate the source periodically, the energy level
needs to be returned back to its initial position by applying
the opposite potential −�θ (t − t+). Here, t+ denotes the time
at which the emission of a hole starts. The delay between
subsequent potential steps should be longer than the duration
of a current pulse, t+ − t− � τD , to allow an electron emission
to be completed: the emitted charge q = ∫ t+

t−
I (t)dt should be

equal to an electron charge, q = e. At time t+ a hole can be
emitted.

Second, the dwell time τD defines the condition of adiabatic
or nonadiabatic emission. If the potential U (t) changes fast
on the scale of τD , then we speak about a nonadiabatic
emission. In this case the shape of an emitted current pulse is
asymmetric and given by Eq. (1). In contrast, if U (t) changes
smoothly compared to τD , the current pulse is predicted to be
symmetric.18,20 Close to t−, the corresponding current pulse
Iad reads

Iad (t) = e�τ /π

(t − t−)2 + �2
τ

. (4)

Now the duration 2�τ of a current pulse is defined by the time
of crossing,

�τ = δ

|e dU/dt |t=t− | , (5)

where 2δ is the width of a quantum level in the weakly
coupled cavity. In the model used δ = T �/(4π ). For eU (t) =
(�/2) cos(�t), where � = 2π/T , and t− = 3T /4 we find

�τ = T T

4π2
. (6)

Remarkably, it was shown in Ref. 40 that the pulse duration
2�τ also sets the single-particle coherence time of an electron
emitted adiabatically. This shows that the source, described by
this analytical model, has no intrinsic dephasing processes.10,41

This makes the emitted single electron states of particular
interest for further applications in quantum information
processing.

Equation (4) is calculated assuming that27

�τ � τD. (7)

It means that the level of the cavity crosses the Fermi sea level
so slowly that an electron has enough time to leave the cavity
once his energy becomes larger than the Fermi energy.

From Eq. (7) it also follows that the width of a wave packet
emitted adiabatically is much larger than the width of a wave
packet emitted nonadiabatically. Apparently with decreasing
crossing time �τ , keeping the period T large compared to
τD , the shape of the pulse evolves from adiabatic, Eq. (4),
to nonadiabatic, Eq. (1). For a level driven with a constant
speed, an analysis describing this crossover can be found in
Ref. 20.

The current pulses Ina(t), Eq. (1), and Iad (t), Eq. (4), have
both similar and different features. On one hand, they both
carry a quantized charge. Therefore, we anticipate that they
both should show similar quantization effects18–21 and effects
arising due to the overlap of wave packets.18,22–25,29 We use
below the shot-noise suppression effect as an example.

On the other hand, for some effects the shape of a wave
packet is crucial. As an example below we use the effect
of reabsorption27,28 predicted for the adiabatic regime: If
two cavities are coupled to the same edge state, then the
electron emitted adiabatically by one cavity can be reabsorbed
by another cavity emitting a hole at the same time; see
Fig. 2(a). First of all, in this regime the time-dependent
current is zero, I (t) = 0.27 This current consists of two
parts, electron, I e(t), and hole, Ih(t), which compensate
each other: I e(t) = −Ih(t) → I (t) = I e(t) + Ih(t) = 0. To
clarify whether it is merely a compensation effect or a
reabsorption effect, additionally the heat generated by the two
cavities was analyzed.28 It was shown that each particle, either
an electron or a hole, carries an excess energy (over the Fermi
energy)

Ead = h̄

2�τ

. (8)

This energy can be understood as the work done by the
potential U (t) on the particle during its escape from the cavity.
The particle starts to escape when its energy becomes equal
to the Fermi energy. The time it takes to escape is the dwell
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The two-particle emitter consists of two
cavities specified by same parameters and coupled to the same chiral
edge state. Electrons propagate along edge states shown as blue
solid lines. Cavity B is tuned to emit a hole at the time when
the electron emitted by cavity A reaches cavity B. (a) Adiabatic
emission: when the driven potential is slow and smooth, an electron
emitted by the cavity A is completely reabsorbed by cavity B. The
re-absorption process is the time-reversed emission process which
is possible because of the symmetric shape of the single-particle
states. Both the charge current I (t) and the dc heat flow I

Q

dc nullify.
(b) Nonadiabatic emission: the cavities are driven by pulsed potentials
and electron-hole pairs are emitted. Since this pair is neutral, the
time-dependent current is zero, I (t) = 0. However, both the electron
and the hole carry energy. Because of the asymmetric shape of
the pulses reabsorption cannot be a time-reversed emission process.
There is no absorption effect, the generated dc heat flow is not zero:
I

Q

dc > 0.

time, τD = h/(T �), given in Eq. (2). We use Eq. (5) and find
Ead = τD|edU/dt |t=t− |. Notice the energy of a particle in the
cavity has an uncertainty δ (the level width). This results in
the uncertainty �τ of the time when a particle starts to escape
the cavity. That in turns defines the width of the current pulse,
Eq. (4).

If two cavities emit an electron and a hole at different
times, then these two particles together carry the energy 2Ead .
However, if an electron and a hole are emitted at the same
time (the time of flight between the cavities should be trivially
taken into account) then the extra energy flowing out of the
system is zero.28 Clearly this means that an electron emitted
by the cavity A and carrying an energy Ead was reabsorbed
by the cavity B. This effect is paradoxical: On one hand, in
fact, the hole emission is an electron absorption. On the other
hand, the cavity B can absorb any electrons in the waveguide
passing it. Why does it absorb the electron emitted by the
cavity A?

Possibly this effect can be understood using time-reversal
symmetry arguments. First, let us take only one cavity and let it
emit an electron. After that let us reverse time. Apparently the
emitted electron will be reabsorbed. Importantly, the portion
of the wave packet emitted last will be reabsorbed first.
Now let us take two identical cavities and let us drive them
with potentials U1(t) and U2(t) related by the time-reversal
symmetry, U2(t) = U1(−t). Note with such potentials if the
first cavity emits an electron the second cavity emits a hole and

vice versa. We can expect the second cavity to be an analog
of the time-reversal twin of the first cavity. To make such an
analogy complete, the shape of the wave packet does matter,
because the second cavity will first reabsorb (if possible) the
part of the wave packet which was emitted first. In contrast,
the true time-reversal twin will first absorb what was emitted
last. If the shape of a wave packet is symmetric, as in the
adiabatic emission regime [for the corresponding current pulse
see Eq. (4)], then there is no difference between what was
emitted first and what was emitted last. Consequently the
second cavity can play the role of the time-reversal twin and
reabsorb what was emitted by the first cavity.

However, if the shape of a wave packet is nonsymmetric,
as in the nonadiabatic emission regime [for the corresponding
current pulse see Eq. (1)], then there is a striking difference
between what was emitted first and last. As a consequence what
the second cavity sees is different from what the time-reversal
twin would see. Therefore, adiabatic and nonadiabatic cavities
work differently. As we show below, in the nonadiabatic
emission regime both cavities emit together an electron-hole
pair, which carries no charge, I (t) = 0, but carries a nonzero
energy.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we discuss
the shot-noise quantization and the shot-noise suppression
effect for electrons emitted nonadiabatically. In Sec. III the
dc heat flow generated by the two-particle emitter working in
the nonadiabatic regime is analyzed. We conclude with a brief
discussion in Sec. IV. Details of the calculations are in the
appendixes. In Appendix A we derive the Floquet scattering
amplitude for a cavity driven by the pulsed potential. In Ap-
pendix A the zero-frequency correlation function for currents
flowing through the electron collider circuit is calculated. In
Appendix A we discuss the dc heat flow generated by the
two-cavity emitter.

II. PAULI SUPPRESSION OF SHOT NOISE

A mesoscopic electron collider is a circuit in which elec-
trons incident from different leads can meet and collide42–45

at a wave splitter (a mesoscopic quantum point contact). We
consider a collider with two single-electron emitters, A and
B, weakly coupled to the two chiral edge states, the electron
waveguides, which are in turn coupled via a quantum point
contact C (QPC C) with transmission probability TC , Fig. 3.
Each cavity j = A,B is driven by the periodic potential,
Uj (t) = Uj (t + T ), with the same period T = 2π/�. For
simplicity we use the cavities with identical parameters but
emitting particles possibly at different times. Four metallic
contacts, 1–4, playing the role of electron reservoirs are kept
at the same electrochemical potential μ and zero temperature.

We assume that the periodic potential, Uj (t) = Uj (t + T ),
of the two sources, j = A,B, changes between two constant
values in a steplike manner,

Uj (t) =
⎧⎨
⎩

U0, −T /2 < t < t
j
−,

U0 + �/e , t
j
− < t < t

j
+,

U0, t
j
+ < t < T /2.

(9)

The minimal value U0 is chosen such that the Fermi level lies
exactly in the middle between the two quantum levels of the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) A mesoscopic electron collider. Two
single-electron sources, A and B, driven by pulsed potentials emit
electrons into the waveguides. The emitted electrons collide at
quantum point contact C. The metallic reservoirs are labeled by
number from 1 to 4.

cavity. We recall that � is the energy-level spacing, which is
assumed to be the same for each cavity.

A. Current correlation function

We are interested in the zero-frequency correlation function
P34 for currents outgoing to reservoirs (contacts) 3 and 4. This
correlation function reads44

P34 =
∫ T

0

dt

T

∫ ∞

−∞
dt ′

〈δÎ3(t)δÎ4(t + t ′) + δÎ4(t + t ′)δÎ3(t)〉
2

,

(10)

where δÎβ (t) = Îβ(t) − Iβ(t) is an operator of fluctuations of
a current entering the contact β = 3, 4, Iβ(t) = 〈Îβ(t)〉 is a
time-dependent current flowing to the contact β. The angle
brackets 〈· · · 〉 stand for quantum statistical averaging over
the equilibrium state of electrons incoming from contacts α =
1, 2. We stress that all the contacts from 1 to 4 are disconnected
from each other. Therefore, the correlators between incoming
currents from contacts α = 1,2 and outgoing currents to
contacts β = 3,4 are zero and they do not enter Eq. (10).

The current operator Îβ(t) is expressed in terms of
creation/annihilation operators, b̂

†
β (E)/b̂β(E), for particles

outgoing to contact β:42

Îβ = e

h

∫
dEdE′ei[(E−E′)/h̄]t {b̂†β(E)b̂β(E′) − a

†
β(E)âβ(E′)}.

(11)

The operator b̂ is related to operators âα for particles incoming
from reservoirs α = 1, 2 via the Floquet scattering matrix46 of
the circuit, Ŝcir

F ,

b̂β(E) =
2∑

α=1

∞∑
n=−∞

Scir
F,βα(E,En)âα(En), (12)

where En = E + nh̄�, n is an integer. The Floquet scattering
matrix element Scir

F,βα(E,En) is a quantum-mechanical am-
plitude (properly normalized1) for an electron to enter the
circuit from the contact α with energy En and to leave the
circuit through to the contact β with energy E. Since our
circuit is driven by the time-dependent potentials, an electron
can change its energy during propagation through the circuit.
Since the reservoirs are in equilibrium the fermionic operators

âα(E), first, obey the following anticommutation relation:

[â†
α(E),âγ (E′)] = δα,γ δ(E − E′), (13)

where δα,γ is the Kronecker symbol while δ(E − E′) is the
Dirac δ function. Second, the average of the product of creation
and annihilation operators is given by the Fermi distribution
function f (E), which is assumed to be the same for all the
contacts,

〈â†
α(E)âγ (E′)〉 = δα,γ δ(E − E′)f (E). (14)

Using Eqs. (11)–(14) we express the correlation function,
Eq. (10), in terms of the Floquet scattering matrix elements,

P34 = e2

h

∫ ∞

0
dE

2∑
γ=1

2∑
δ=1

∞∑
n,m=−∞

[f (En) − f (Em)]2

2

×
∞∑

p=−∞
Scir∗

F,3γ (E,En) Scir
F,3δ (E,Em)

× Scir∗
F,4δ(Ep,Em)Scir

F,4γ (Ep,En). (15)

The Floquet scattering matrix of the circuit, Ŝcir
F , is

expressed in terms of the Floquet scattering matrices, Ŝj

F of the
sources j = A and j = B. The element Sj

F (En,E) is a forward
scattering amplitude for electrons in the chiral waveguide to
pass through the place where the source j is coupled to and
to change their energy from E to En = E + nh̄�. Here � is
the frequency of the potential driving the source j . Therefore,
Ŝ

j

F is a scalar in an orbital space and a matrix in an energy
space. In contrast, the Floquet scattering matrix of the entire
circuit, ŜF , is a matrix in both the orbital and energy spaces.
The elements of ŜF and Ŝ

j

F are related as follows:

Scir
F,31(Ep,En) = tC eiϕLA (E)eip�τLA SA

F (Ep,En),

Scir
F,32(Ep,En) = rC eiϕLB (E)eip�τLB SB

F (Ep,En),
(16)

Scir
F,41(Ep,En) = rC eiϕLA (E)eip�τLA SA

F (Ep,En),

Scir
F,42(Ep,En) = tC eiϕLB (E)eip�τLB SB

F (Ep,En),

where rC/tC is the reflection/transmission amplitude at QPC
C assumed to be energy independent, Lj is the distance to
the cavity j = A,B from QPC C, ϕLj (E) is the phase factor
corresponding to free propagation from the cavity j to QPC
C, τLj is the time of flight from the cavity j to QPC C. We
assume linear dispersion for free electrons and, therefore, use
ϕLj (Ep) = ϕLj (E) + p�τLj . We dropped unimportant phase
factors related to free propagation from the metallic contact 1
or 2 to QPC C and from QPC C to the contacts 3 or 4. Other
elements of ŜF are zero due to the chirality of the electron
motion.

The Floquet scattering matrix elements Ŝ
j

F (En,E) of the
source driven by the step potential Uj (t), Eq. (9), is given in
Eq. (A20) where for the sake of short notation the upper index
j is omitted. Substituting that equation into Eqs. (16) and then
into Eq. (15) we calculate the current correlation function P34.
The detail of calculations are presented in Appendix A. Here
we discuss the results.
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B. Quantized noise of a single source

Let us for a moment switch off one of the sources. Then we
find [see Eq. (B5)]

Pna
34 = −2P0, (17)

where P0 = e2TC(1 − TC)/T and the superscript “na” indi-
cates a nonadiabatic regime. We stress that TC is the transmis-
sion probability of QPC C connecting the two waveguides as
shown in Fig. 3. The result, Eq. (17), coincides completely with
the one found for the cavity emitting particles adiabatically18

and, therefore, it tells us that at zero temperature the zero-
frequency current correlation function is independent of the
parameters of both the cavity and driving potential as far as
the cavity emits separate particles. The quantity Pna

34 , Eq. (17),
at zero temperature can be interpreted as due to the shot noise
of two indivisible quanta, one electron and one hole, emitted
during each period and scattered at quantum point contact C to
either the contact 3 or 4. Such a partition noise was measured
in Ref. 6. The deviation from the theoretical prediction found
is attributed to the effect of a nonzero temperature.

If the source emits N electron and N holes during the period
then the factor 2 in Eq. (17) is replaced by the factor 2N . We
also note that the noise per particle, −P0, is just the result
of the partition noise of a dc source biased with the voltage
eV = h̄�; see, e.g., Ref. 44. Let us now consider the situation
where the sources A and B are both operating as shown in
Fig. 3.

C. Shot-noise suppression effect

If both sources work then the total shot noise depends
crucially on whether or not two electrons (respectively two
holes) emitted by the different sources pass QPC C at
different times. If the particles pass quantum point contact
C at different times, |tA∓ − tB∓| � τD , then the shot noise is
Pna

34 = −4P0, since both sources together emit four particles,
two electrons and two holes, during each period. Due to the
Pauli principle the noise is reduced when particles arrive
nearly simultaneously at the QPC. This leads to the Pauli
peak for the cross correlator, see Fig. 4, or the Pauli dip in
the autocorrelator. The Pauli peak is the fermionic analog
of the bosonic Hong-Ou-Mandel47 dip known in optics. We
describe the aforementioned reduction with a function D(δt)
dependent on the difference of arrival times δt = tA∓ − tB∓ .
The calculations presented in Appendix B 2 give for the
nonadiabatic case

Pna
34

P0
= −2Dna(tA− − tB− ) − 2Dna(tA+ − tB+ ), (18a)

Dna (δt) = 1 − e−|δt |/τD , (18b)

where we chose the sources to be placed the same distance
from the QPC C. Remember we assumed that the two cavities
emit wave packets of the same shape. For the case of cavities
emitting nonadiabatically wave packets of different shape, see
Ref. 48.

The behavior of the shot noise discussed above qualitatively
agrees with what we predicted for emitters working under

P

δt

FIG. 4. (Color online) The Pauli peak: The shot noise per particle
of an electron collider, P = P34/(2NP0), as a function of the time
delay δt ≡ tA

− − tB
− = tA

+ − tB
+ normalized by �τ for an adiabatic

emission, Eq. (19) (red dashed line), and by τD for a nonadiabatic
emission, Eq. (18) (black solid line).

adiabatic conditions:18

Pad
34

P0
= −2Dad (tA− − tB− ) − 2Dad (tA+ − tB+ ), (19a)

Dad (δt) = 1 − 4�2
τ

(δt)2 + 4�2
τ

. (19b)

Here the superscript “ad” indicates adiabatic emission
conditions.

The reduction function D(δt) can also be calculated from
the overlap of wave functions of colliding particles at the
quantum point contact (the wave splitter).44,49 If the two
sources emit wave packets of the same shape then the overlap
can be formally expressed in terms of the single-particle
correlation function G(1)

e (t1,t2) discussed in Ref. 10. The
reduction function then can be written as follows:

D(δt) = 1 − v2
μ

∣∣∣∣
∫

dtG(1)
e (t + δt,t)

∣∣∣∣
2

, (20)

where the integral runs over the time interval when the particles
pass the QPC and vμ is a velocity of an electron in the
waveguide evaluated at the Fermi energy μ. The factor v2

μ is
introduced to account for the wave-function normalization in
such a way that at the complete overlap, δt = 0, the reduction
function D = 0.

For the definition of the correlation function for electrons
emitted by the source coupled to the chiral waveguide, see
Fig. 1, we refer to Ref. 10 by the same authors: G(1)

e (t1,t2) =
〈̂†(t1)̂(t2)〉 − 〈̂†(t1)̂(t2)〉0, where the subscript 0 indi-
cates that the single-electron source is switched off. For
our purposes the field operators ̂, ̂† for electrons in the
waveguide are calculated at different times, t1, t2, but at
the same spatial coordinates somewhere after the source.
Expressing the field operators in terms of operators b̂ for
electrons scattered off the cavity (if the potential driving the
cavity is switched on) or in terms of operators â describing
electrons incoming from the reservoir (if the potential driving
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the cavity is switched off),42 we find

G(1)
e (t1,t2) =

∫∫
dE1dE2

ei(E1t1−E2t2)/h̄

√
ν(E1)ν(E2)

×〈b̂†(E1)b̂(E2) − â†(E1)â(E2)〉, (21)

where ν(E) is the density of states of electrons in the
waveguide. For a circuit consisting of a single periodically
driven source coupled to a single waveguide, see Fig. 1, the b̂

operators are related to â operators as follows:

b̂(E) =
∞∑

n=−∞
SF (E,En)â(En), (22)

where SF (E,En) is the Floquet scattering matrix of the
source. In the adiabatic regime the Floquet scattering matrix
SF (En,E) = Sn(E) is defined by the Fourier transform Sn(E) of
the frozen scattering amplitude, Eq. (A5a). Using it in Eq. (22)
and then in Eq. (21), we obtain in the zero-temperature limit

G
(1)
e,ad (t + δt,t) = 1

π�τvμ

1(
1 − i t+δt

�τ

)(
1 + i t

�τ

) . (23)

For the nonadiabatic emission we use Eq. (A20) and find

G(1)
e,na(t + δt,t) = e−i(�/2)(δt/h̄)θ (t)θ (δt)

e−(t+δt/2)/τD

τDvμ

. (24)

By inserting Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (20), we recover
respectively the reduction factor in the adiabatic regime,
Eq. (19b), and in the nonadiabatic regime, Eq. (18b).

In Fig. 4 we show Pna
34 and Pad

34 as functions of the
time difference δt ≡ δt− = δt+ (with δtχ = tAχ − tBχ , χ = ∓)
normalized on τD and �τ , respectively. The Pauli peaks
are remarkably similar under the two limiting operating
conditions despite the fact that the emitted states are very
different. However the two operating conditions can be perhaps
differentiated experimentally taking a closer look at the top of
a peak. It is sharp in the nonadiabatic case and smoother in the
adiabatic case. We remark that for different incident states the
Pauli peak has an asymmetric shape in the nonadiabatic case48

but remains symmetric in the adiabatic case.18 Measurements
on an electronic collider have now succeeded in detecting the
Pauli peak.50

III. TWO-PARTICLE EMITTER

In this section we consider the circuit with two cavities
connected in series to the same edge state as shown in Fig. 2(b).
If both cavities emit particles at close times, such a circuit
serves as a two-particle emitter. Its work under the adiabatic
condition of emission was analyzed in Refs. 27 and 28. Here
we analyze it under the nonadiabatic condition of emission
when each cavity is driven by the pulsed potential; see Eq. (9).

We calculate the dc heat flow I
Q
dc generated by the

two-cavity source as a quantity able to differentiate various
cases: (i) separate emission of particles, (ii) electron-hole
emission, (iii) two-electron (two-hole) emission. The details
of calculations are given in Appendix C. Here we discuss the
results.

We start from conditions when the cavities emit particles
at different times; see Appendix C 2a. The dc heat flow, I

Q
dc =

4Ena/T , is due to four particles emitted by both cavities during
each period. Each particle carries an excess (over the Fermi
sea level) energy

Ena = �

2
. (25)

The above result is clear, since the potential Uj (t), Eq. (9),
moves a quantum level of the cavity j by �/2 above (below)
the Fermi energy when an electron (a hole) is emitted.

The single-particle energy E can be also understood on the
base of the Joule-Lenz law,

E = R

∫
dtI 2(t). (26)

Here we integrate over a single-particle current pulse. Under
the adiabatic emission condition we use Eq. (4) for I (t)
and Eq. (8) for E and find from Eq. (26) that the relevant
resistance, Rad ≡ Rq = h/(2e2), is the charge relaxation
resistance quantum38,51–54 which appears in the linear response
(admittance) of the cavity34 (a quantum capacitor) at low-
temperature. Under the nonadiabatic emission condition we
use Eq. (1) for I (t) and Eq. (25) for E . From Eq. (26) we
then find Rna = h/(e2T ). This is an ordinary two-terminal
resistance of the (single channel) quantum point contact con-
necting the cavity to the electron waveguide. This resistance
was found experimentally in the optimal operation conditions2

and it appears in theory in both the high-temperature37 and
incoherent55 case. Therefore, we see that the factor R in
Eq. (26) is not universal but it depends crucially on the way an
electron is emitted.

Note also that according to Ref. 56 the adiabatic source
is optimal in the sense that it dissipates the minimal heat per
generated particle (an electron or a hole), Rad = Rq . In contrast
the nonadiabatic source dissipates more energy, Rna � Rq

and thus it is nonoptimal. It is worthwhile to mention that
the criteria for an optimal pump generating a dc quantized
current56 works also in our case for the emitter which produces
a quantized ac current, a sequence of alternating electrons and
holes.

Now we come back to the two-particle emitter. If two
cavities emit two electrons (two holes) simultaneously, see
Appendix C 2c, the energy carried by the pair of particles,
Eee

na = Ehh
na , is enhanced two times compared to the condition

of independent emission (when two separate particles carry
energy 2Ena):

Eee
na = 4Ena. (27)

The same two-time enhancement was found under the
adiabatic emission condition.28 The enhancement factor 2
can be understood using the Joule-Lenz law, Eq. (26), since
if the two particles are emitted simultaneously, then the
amplitude of a current pulse is doubled. The reason that an
energy enhancement cannot be avoided follows from the Pauli
blocking: Cavity B cannot emit a particle with energy E if
there is a particle with the same energy (emitted by cavity A).
Therefore, cavity B has to emit a particle with an enhanced
energy. Under the nonadiabatic condition cavity B excites
an electron to the next available quantum level of the cavity
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and then an electron having energy �/2 + � leaves a cavity.
This scenario agrees with a nonadiabatic excitation of an
electron in a dynamical quantum dot observed in Ref. 57. The
direct spectroscopy of energies of electrons emitted by the
two-particle source can be done in the same way as proposed
in Ref. 58 for the single-particle emitter.

The last operating condition we want to discuss is, see
Appendix C 2b, when one cavity emits an electron at the
time the other one emits a hole; see Fig. 2(b). We find that
the dc heat flow is not changed compared to the case when the
particles are emitted at different times. This means that now
our source emits electron-hole pairs each carrying finite heat
Eeh

na = 2Ena but zero charge. This is in striking contrast with
the adiabatic emission case when a particle emitted by one
source is reabsorbed by the other source thus nullifying both
the charge current and the dc heat flow.27,28 The nullification
of the dc heat flow can also be understood as a work transfer
between the external forces59,60 driving the two particle
sources. We remark that in the electron-hole emission case the
Joule-Lenz law, Eq. (26), holds under the adiabatic condition,
whereas it seems to be violated under the nonadiabatic
condition. Note that also the fluctuation-dissipation relation
is broken in the adiabatic operating conditions when the two
cavities generate electron-hole pairs.28

IV. CONCLUSION

Here we developed an analytical Floquet scattering matrix
approach to describe the chiral single-electron source driven by
the pulsed potential and, therefore, emitting particles, electrons
and holes, nonadiabatically. We analyzed an electronic collider
and the two-particle emitter circuits with such sources and
compared them to the analogous circuits with single-electron
emitters driven by the smooth potential, i.e., emitting particles
adiabatically.

We found that the collision of electrons approaching
a quantum point contact from different sides, see Fig. 3,
suppresses the shot noise. This effect is similar to the one
found under the adiabatic emission condition18 and it is due to
the Pauli repulsion between the overlapping electrons, which
forces them to go to the different outputs thus regularizing the
outgoing particle flows. The sharper suppressing factor, Fig. 4
(black solid line), is due to the spatial asymmetry of traveling
wave packets generated nonadiabatically.

A more striking difference was found for a circuit compris-
ing two cavities connected to the same edge state, Fig. 2. If
both cavities emit particles at close times such a circuit serves
as a two-particle emitter. The difference between adiabatic
and nonadiabatic emission conditions appears when cavities
emit particles of a different kind, i.e., one cavity emits a hole
at the same time as the other cavity emits an electron. If
particles are emitted adiabatically, then cavity B reabsorbs27,28

what was emitted by cavity A, whereas in the nonadiabatic
emission mode a neutral electron-hole pair having a finite
energy is emitted. This can be verified by looking at the dc
heat flowing out of the system: It is zero under the adiabatic
emission condition but finite under the nonadiabatic one. If
both cavities emit particles of the same kind (two electrons or
two holes) then under either adiabatic or nonadiabatic emission

conditions we found doubling of heat compared to the case
when all particles are emitted at different times.

Surprisingly the Joule-Lenz law relating a current through
and heat released in the macroscopic conductor also holds
for the single-particle excitation: The square of the single
electron (hole) current pulse integrated over time gives the
heat carried by this particle from the source and released in the
macroscopic reservoir. This law works under either adiabatic
or nonadiabatic emission conditions though with different
relevant resistances. However, it is violated completely for
the two-particle source emitting an electron-hole pair under
the nonadiabatic emission condition.
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APPENDIX A: THE FLOQUET SCATTERING MATRIX

In Ref. 37 the scattering amplitude Sin(t,E) for an electron
with a linear dispersion in a chiral waveguide being scattered
off a one-dimensional circular edge state (a cavity) was
calculated. The cavity is driven by the uniform in space and
periodic in time potential, U (t) = U (t + T ). This amplitude
can be presented as the sum of partial amplitudes classified
by the number of turns q made by an electron with energy E

entering the cavity before leaving it at time t :

Sin(t,E) = r + t̃2
∞∑

q=1

rq−1ei{qϕ(E)−�in,q (t)}. (A1)

Here r/t̃ is the reflection/transmission amplitude of the
quantum point contact connecting the cavity and the chiral
one-dimensional conductor (an electron waveguide), ϕ(E) =
ϕ(μ) + (τ/h̄)(E − μ) is the kinematic phase picked up by an
electron during one turn in the cavity, �q is the phase due to
the time-dependent potential acquired by an electron during q

turns,

�in,q(t) = e

h̄

∫ t

t−qτ

dt ′U (t ′), (A2)

where τ is the duration of one turn. Details of the derivation
can be found in Ref. 1.

The Fourier coefficients of Sin define the elements of the
Floquet scattering matrix (in the energy space),

SF (E + nh̄�,E) = Sin,n(E) ≡
∫ T

0

dt

T ein�tSin(t,E), (A3a)

which are amplitudes corresponding to photon-assisted scatter-
ing with exchange of n energy quanta h̄� between an electron
and the driving field. Here � = 2π/T is the frequency of the
drive. For n > 0 the electron absorbs energy whereas for n < 0
it emits energy.
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For some calculations the dual amplitude Sout(E,t), which
fixes the time when an electron enters the dot,61 is more natural
to use. Its Fourier coefficients relate to the Floquet scattering
amplitudes in the following way:

SF (E,E − nh̄�)=Sout,n(E) ≡
∫ T

0

dt

T ein�tSout(E,t). (A3b)

The amplitudes Sin(t,E) and Sout(E,t) are generally inter-
related in a simple manner.61 In particular, for the model of
interest here, the amplitude Sout(E,t) is given by Eq. (A1) with
�in,q(t) replaced by

�out,q(t) = e

h̄

∫ t+qτ

t

dt ′U (t ′). (A4)

Depending on the ratio between the time of a single turn τ and
a characteristic time during which the driving potential U (t)
changes we distinguish adiabatic and nonadiabatic operating
conditions.

1. Adiabatic emission

If the potential U (t) changes slowly, i.e., the maximum
relevant frequency is much smaller than τ−1. Thus we can keep
U (t ′) constant while integrating over time in Eqs. (A2) or (A4).
We arrive at the frozen1,56 scattering amplitude, S(U (t),E) ≡
Sin(t,E) = Sout(E,t):

S(U (t),E) = − ei[φ(U (t),E)+θr ] 1 − √
Re−iφ(U (t),E)

1 − √
Reiφ(U (t),E)

, (A5a)

where

φ(U,E) = θr + ϕ(μ) + 2π
E − μ

�
− 2π

eU

�
; (A5b)

√
R and θr are the absolute value and the phase of the reflection

amplitude, r = √
R exp(iθr ); � = h/τ is the level spacing in

the cavity. The phase ϕ(μ) is a kinematic phase picked up
by an electron with Fermi energy, E = μ, during one turn in
the cavity in the absence of a potential U . It is defined after
Eq. (A1).

It is instructive to look at the scattering amplitude S(t,E)
as a function of its arguments, Fig. 5. The narrow chine
visualizes a quantum level in the cavity moving under the
action of the potential U (t). At zero temperature the scattering
amplitude at the Fermi energy, E = μ, is sufficient to calculate
the emitted current: Ia(t) = −ie/(2π )S∂S∗/∂t .56,62,63 Thus
the cross section on Fig. 5 at E = 0 shows us when a
quantum level crosses the Fermi energy and, hence, when
the current pulses appear. Importantly, the shape of peaks of
the aforementioned cross section (at T � 1) is similar to the
shape of a current pulse (up to a normalization factor). This
can be easily shown if one considers the scattering amplitude
close to, say, the time of an electron emission t−. It reads18

S(t,μ) = (t − t− + i�τ )/(t − t− − i�τ ). (A6)

Then the current Ia(t), Eq. (4), is expressed in terms of the real
part of the scattering amplitude as follows:

Ia(t) = e

2π�τ

[1 − ReS(t,μ)] . (A7)

(E − μ)/Δ

Re{S(t, E)}

t/T

FIG. 5. (Color online) Adiabatic emission: The real part of
S(t,E), Eq. (A5a), is shown. The time t is measured in units of the
period of the drive T = 2π/�. The energy E is measured from the
Fermi energy μ in units of the level spacing �. Only one period for
both t and E is shown. The transmission probability of the quantum
point contact connecting the cavity is T = 0.5. Other parameters
correspond to the optimal operating conditions.

2. Nonadiabatic emission

The periodic pulsed potential, U (t) = U (t + T ),

U (t) =
⎧⎨
⎩

U0, −T /2 < t < t−,

U1, t− < t < t+,

U0, t+ < t < T /2,

(A8)

is an example, relevant to experiment,2 leading to a nonadi-
abatic emission. The nonadiabatic behavior is caused by the
potential jumps, which formally have to be sharp on the scale
of τ . Before calculating the scattering amplitude for the pulsed
potential U (t), Eq. (A8), we consider the following auxiliary
problem.

a. Single-step potential

Let us find scattering amplitudes for a cavity driven by the
single-step potential,

U (t) =
{

U0, t < 0,

U1, t > 0.
(A9)

With this potential the time-dependent phase, say, �in,q(t),
Eq. (A2), can be easily calculated:

�in,q(t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

2πq eU1
h/τ

, t > qτ,

2π t
τ

eδU
h/τ

+ 2πq eU0
h/τ

, 0 < t < qτ,

2πq eU0
h/τ

, t < 0.

(A10)

Here δU = U1 − U0. To sum up over q in Eq. (A1) we note
that for a given t < 0 we have to use U0 ∀q. In contrast,
as far as Nτ < t < (N + 1)τ we have to use U1 for q � N

and a more complicated phase for q > N . We can represent a
time-dependent scattering amplitude as follows:

Sin(t,E) = S(U (t),E) + θ (t)δSin(t,E). (A11a)

Here θ (t) is the Heaviside θ function, θ (t) = 0 for t < 0 and
θ (t) = 1 for t > 0. The frozen amplitude S(U (t),E) is given
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by Eq. (A5), and δSin is given within each interval Nτ < t <

(N + 1)τ (N = 0,1,2, . . . ) as

δSin(t,E) = eiθr T RN/2

{
ei(N+1)φ(U1,E)

1 − √
Reiφ(U1,E)

− e−i2πeδUt/h ei(N+1)φ(U0,E)

1 − √
Reiφ(U0,E)

}
,

(A11b)

with T = 1 − R a transmission coefficient of the quantum
point contact connecting the cavity to the waveguide.

The quantity δSin(t,E) characterizes how Sin(t,E) deviates
from the stationary scattering amplitude S(U,E) correspond-
ing to the instantaneous potential U = U (t). This deviation
exists only after the potential was changed, t > 0, and it
decreases,

δSin ∼ e−t/2τD , t � τ, (A12)

with a characteristic time

τD = τ/ ln(1/R). (A13)

An analogous calculation gives

Sout(E,t) = S(U (t),E) + θ (−t)δSout(E,t). (A14a)

where within each interval −(N + 1)τ < t < −Nτ ,

δSout(E,t) = eiθr T RN/2

{
ei(N+1)φ(U0,E)

1 − √
Reiφ(U0,E)

− e−i2πeδUt/h ei(N+1)φ(U1,E)

1 − √
Reiφ(U1,E)

}
.

(A14b)

In contrast to Sin the scattering amplitude Sout(E,t) deviates
from the frozen scattering amplitude S(E,U (t)) at times
preceding the change of a potential. At |t | � τ the deviation
δSout decays exponentially with a characteristic time τD .

b. Optimal operating conditions

The calculations are simplified greatly for the optimal
operating conditions2,35 which lead to the emission of a single
electron and hole during each period. One condition is that the
potential changes by exactly one level spacing � = h/τ ,

eδU = −χ �, (A15a)

where χ = ∓. In addition the Fermi energy should lie exactly
in the middle of two neighboring quantum levels of the cavity,

θr + ϕ(μ) − 2πeU0/� = π. (A15b)

With these conditions the frozen amplitude becomes inde-
pendent of time, S(U0,E) = S(U1,E). In other words, mere
shaking of a potential would not disturb an electron system.
What causes a dynamical (transient) response is electrons
entering and leaving the cavity at different potentials. That
is described by δSχ (E,t) ≡ δSin(t,E) = δSout(E,t),

δSχ (E,t) = eiθr T
RN/2ei(N+1)φ(U0,E)(1 − eχi2π(t/τ ))

1 − √
Reiφ(U0,E)

,

(A16a)

Re{δSin(t, E)}

(E − μ)/Δ

t/τD

FIG. 6. (Color online) Nonadiabatic emission: The real part of
δSin(t,E), Eq. (A16a), with χ = −, is shown close to the time of
emission of an electron, t ∼ t−. The time t is measured in units
of the dwell time τD = τ/T . The energy E is measured from the
Fermi energy μ in units of the level spacing �. Only one period for
E is shown. The visible ripples reflect oscillations in time with the
period of τ . The transmission probability of the quantum point contact
connecting the cavity is T = 0.5. Other parameters correspond to the
optimal operating conditions.

with

φ(U0,E) = π + 2π
E − μ

�
. (A16b)

Here φ(U0,E) = φ(U1,E), is a phase picked up by an electron
during one turn in the cavity working under the optimal
conditions. For simplicity all calculations from here on are
done for optimal operating conditions. However, the formalism
used in itself is not restricted to the optimal conditions,
Eqs. (A15a) and (A15b).

The real part of the scattering amplitude δSχ , Eq. (A16a),
is shown in Fig. 6. Its overall behavior in time reflects the
asymmetry of the emitted state, in particular, of the current
pulse Ina(t), Eq. (1). In addition it illustrates that the largest
variations of the scattering amplitude occur at the energy of
the quantum state in the cavity.

c. Pulsed potential

Now we come back to the periodic pulsed potential, Eq.
(A8). For definiteness we use eU1 > eU0. We suppose a drive
with a delay between the potential steps that is long compared
to the difference between absorption and emission times which
in turn are taken to be long compared to the dwell time,

T > t+ − t− � τD. (A17)

Therefore the transient behavior caused by one potential step
vanishes completely before the next step appears. This permits
us to use the results for a single-step potential and get (t ∈
[−T /2,T /2])

Sin(t,E) = S(U0,E) + θ (t − t−)δS−(E,t − t−)

+ θ (t − t+)δS+(E,t − t+),
(A18)

Sout(E,t) = S(U0,E) + θ (t− − t)δS−(E,t − t−)

+ θ (t+ − t)δS+(E,t − t+).
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Note that at the time t− an electron is emitted by the driven
cavity whereas at the time t+ a hole is emitted.

d. Fourier coefficients

To calculate the Floquet scattering amplitudes, see
Eqs. (A3), we need the Fourier transformation of Eq. (A18).
To integrate over time we use the following trick: Since δSχ is
constant over an interval of duration τ , we integrate over this
interval the factor exp(in�t) only and then sum up over N .
Under the condition of Eq. (A17), the sum over N runs from
0 to ∞. As a result we find

Sin,n(E) = S(U0,E)δn,0 − An(E)

{
ein�t−

1 − nh̄�
�

+ ein�t+

1 + nh̄�
�

}
,

Sout,n(E) = Sin,n(E − nh̄�). (A19a)

Here

An(E) = S(U0,E)eiπ(nh̄�/�) sin
(
π nh̄�

�

)
πn

× T

(1 + √
Rei2π(E−μ)/�)(1 + √

Rei2π(E−μ+nh̄�)/�)
,

(A19b)

and δn,0 is the Kronecker symbol.
Thus substituting Eq. (A19a) into Eq. (A3a) we finally find

the Floquet scattering matrix elements for the source driven
by the step potential, Eq. (A8), under the optimal operating
conditions, see Eqs. (A15),

SF (En,E) = S(U0,E)
sin

(
π nh̄�

�

)
πn

eiπ(nh̄�/�)

×
⎧⎨
⎩δn,0 −

ein�t−
1− nh̄�

�

+ ein�t+
1+ nh̄�

�

ρ∗(E)ρ(En)

⎫⎬
⎭ . (A20)

Here En = E + nh̄�; the scattering amplitude of the sta-
tionary cavity S(U0,E) is given in Eq. (A5) with U (t) =
U0; � is the level spacing in the cavity; ρ(E) = [1 +√

1 − T ei2π(E−μ)/�]/
√

T ; T is the transparency of the quan-
tum point contact connecting the cavity and the electron
waveguide; t−/t+ is the time of an electron/hole emission.
We stress that under the optimal operating conditions SF (E +
nh̄�,E) is independent of both U0 and U1 since S(U0,E) =
S(U1,E).

e. Continuous frequency representation

From Eq. (A17) it follows that h̄� � �. Therefore, there
are many [n ∼ �/(h̄�) � 1] photon-assisted amplitudes con-
tributing to scattering. Since the replacement n → n + 1
changes the scattering amplitude only a little, it is convenient
to go over from the discrete frequency representation to the
continuous frequency representation. For this purpose we use
the following correspondence:

n� → �n,

∞∑
n=−∞

→
∫ ∞

−∞

d�n

�
,

(A21a)

δn,0 → �δ(�n),
∫ T

0
dt ′ein�t ′ →

∫ ∞

−∞
dt ′ei�nt

′
.

Here δ(�n) is the Dirac δ function.

To simplify long equations we also introduce the following
dimensionless quantities:

ε = E − μ

�
, ωn = h̄�n

�
, (A21b)

and the abbreviation

ρ(ε) = 1 + √
Rei2πε

√
T

. (A21c)

With these definitions Eq. (A19a), originally expressed as
a discrete Fourier transformation, now takes the form of a
continuous Fourier transformation,

Sin(ωn,ε) = S

(
U0

�
,ε

)
h̄�

�

sin(πωn)

πωn

eiπωn

×
{

δ(ωn) −
ei2πωn (t−/τ )

1−ωn
+ ei2πωn (t+/τ )

1+ωn

ρ∗(ε)ρ(ε + ωn)

}
, (A22a)

Sout(ε,ωn) = S

(
U0

�
,ε

)
h̄�

�

sin(πωn)

πωn

e−iπωn

×
{

δ(ωn) −
ei2πωn (t−/τ )

1−ωn
+ ei2πωn (t+/τ )

1+ωn

ρ∗(ε)ρ(ε − ωn)

}
. (A22b)

Note that here we used the following property of the Dirac δ

function: δ(ωn�/h̄) = (h̄/�)δ(ωn).

f. Unitarity

It is instructive to verify that the Floquet scattering matrix
we calculated is unitary. Let us, for instance, prove the
following unitarity condition:1

∞∑
p=−∞

S∗
F (E + ph̄�,E − mh̄�)

× SF (E + ph̄�,E − nh̄�) = δm,n, (A23)

where p,m, n all are integers. Using Eq. (A3b) and the
normalized quantities of Eq. (A21b) and going over to the
continuous frequency representation we arrive at the following
identity to prove:∫ ∞

−∞
dωpS∗

out(ε + ωp,ωm + ωp)Sout(ε + ωp,ωn + ωp)

=
(

h̄�

�

)2

δ(ωm − ωn). (A24)

With Eq. (A22a) we get∫ ∞

−∞
dωp

sin(π [ωm + ωp]) sin(π [ωn + ωp])

π2[ωm + ωp][ωn + ωp]
eiπ[ωm−ωn]

×
⎧⎨
⎩δ(ωm + ωp) −

e−i2π[ωm+ωp ] t−/τ

1−ωm−ωp
+ e−i2π[ωm+ωp ] t+/τ

1+ωm+ωp

ρ(ε + ωp)ρ∗(ε − ωm)

⎫⎬
⎭

×
⎧⎨
⎩δ(ωn + ωp) −

ei2π[ωn+ωp ] t−/τ

1−ωn−ωp
+ ei2π[ωn+ωp ] t+/τ

1+ωn+ωp

ρ∗(ε + ωp)ρ(ε − ωn)

⎫⎬
⎭

= δ(ωm − ωn). (A25)
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Here we used the property of the stationary scattering amplitude: |S(ε + ωp)|2 = 1. Next we open the curly brackets,

∫ ∞

−∞

dωp

|ρ(ε + ωp)|2
sin(π [ωm + ωp]) sin(π [ωn + ωp])

π2[ωm + ωp][ωn + ωp]

{
ξp + e−i2π[ωm−ωn] t−/τ

(ωm + ωp − 1)(ωn + ωp − 1)
+ e−i2π[ωm−ωn] t+/τ

(ωm + ωp + 1)(ωn + ωp + 1)

}

= 2 sin(π [ωm − ωn])

π [ωm − ωn]

e−i2π[ωm−ωn] t−/τ + e−i2π[ωm−ωn] t+/τ

1 − [ωm − ωn]2
, (A26)

where

ξp = −e−i2πωp(t+−t−)/τ ei2πωn(t−/τ ) e−i2πωm(t+/τ )

(ωn + ωp − 1)(ωm + ωp + 1)

− ei2πωp(t+−t−)/τ ei2πωn(t+/τ ) e−i2πωm(t−/τ )

(ωn + ωp + 1)(ωm + ωp − 1)
. (A27)

Since the time period between the potential steps is much larger
than the duration of one turn, |t+ − t−| � τ , see Eqs. (A17)
and (2), the quantity ξp oscillates fast as a function of ωp.
The terms under the integral over ωp which are a product
of a function that oscillates fast with a smooth function are
zero. Hence we can ignore ξp in Eq. (A26). Physically it
means that the emission of an electron at time t− has no
effect on the emission of a hole at time t+. Therefore, one can
calculate quantities (current, heat, etc.) caused separately by
either electrons or holes. To this end in Eqs. (A22) we remove
the part with either ei2πωnt+/τ or ei2πωnt−/τ , respectively.

To prove Eq. (A26) (without ξp) we note that t− and
t+ are arbitrary and, therefore, the parts with the factors
e−i2π[ωm−ωn] t−/τ or e−i2π[ωm−ωn] t+/τ have to be considered
separately. Therefore we have to show that∫ ∞

−∞

dωp

|ρ(ε + ωp)|2
sin(π [ωm + ωp]) sin(π [ωn + ωp])

π2[ωm + ωp][ωn + ωp]

× 1

(ωm + ωp ∓ 1)(ωn + ωp ∓ 1)

= 2 sin(πωq)

πωq

(
1 − ω2

q

) , (A28)

where ωq = ωm − ωn. To simplify calculations we do the
following: Since ρ(ε + ωp), Eq. (A21c), is periodic in ωp with
period 1, we integrate over one period and sum up contributions
from all periods. So we replace∫ ∞

−∞
dωp →

∞∑
a=−∞

∫ 1

0
dω′

p, ωp → ω′
p + a, (A29)

and get ∫ 1

0
dω′

p

�q

|ρ(ε + ω′
p)|2 = 2 sin(πωq)

πωq

(
1 − ω2

q

) , (A30)

where

�q =
∞∑

a=−∞

sin(π [ωm + ω′
p]) sin(π [ωn + ω′

p])

π2[ωm + ω′
p + a][ωn + ω′

p + a]

× 1

(ωm + ω′
p + a ∓ 1)(ωn + ω′

p + a ∓ 1)
. (A31)

To calculate �q we use the following identity:

σ2 ≡
∞∑

a=−∞

1{
(a − δ)2 − 1

4

}{
(a − [x + δ])2 − 1

4

}
= sin(πx)

x(1 − x2)

2π

cos(πδ) cos(π [x + δ])
, (A32)

which can be proven with the help of the following text-book
sum:

σ0(γ ) ≡
∞∑

a=−∞

1

a + γ
= π cot(πγ ),

taken with different arguments,

σ2 =
{
σ0

(
−[x + δ] ± 1

2

)
− σ0

(
−δ ± 1

2

)}

×
{

2

x
+ 1

1 − x
− 1

1 + x

}
.

So, in Eq. (A31) we introduce −δ ± 0.5 = ωm + ω′
p and

−[x + δ] ± 0.5 = ωn + ω′
p, use Eq. (A32), and obtain

�q = 2 sin(πωq)

πωq

(
1 − ω2

q

) . (A33)

Since �q is independent of ω′
p, we can integrate in Eq. (A30).

With ρ given in Eq. (A21c) we get 1. Therefore, the use of
Eq. (A33) in Eq. (A30) gives the identity. This completes the
proof of Eq. (A24).

APPENDIX B: ZERO-FREQUENCY NOISE POWER

1. Quantized noise of a single source

For a moment we switch off, say, source B. Now we use
SB

out,p−n(Ep) = δp,n in Eq. (16) and reduce Eq. (15) to

P34 = − e2

h
(1 − TC)TC

∫ ∞

0
dE

∞∑
n=−∞

{f (E−n) − f (E)}2

× ∣∣SA
out,n (E)

∣∣2
. (B1)

Here TC = |tC |2 is the probability for an electron to pass
through QPC C connecting the two waveguides as shown
in Fig. 3. In above equation we changed n → −n and used
both the following relation rCt∗C = −r∗

CtC and the unitarity
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condition for SA
out:

∞∑
p=−∞

SA∗
out,p−m(Ep)SA

out,p−n(Ep) = δn,m, (B2)

which follows directly from Eq. (A23).
Next with the quantities introduced in Eqs. (A21) and with

Eq. (A22b) we rewrite Eq. (B1) as follows:

Pna
34 = −P0

∫ ∞

−∞
dε

∫ ∞

−∞
dωn

{f (ε − ωn) − f (ε)}2

|ρ(ε − ωn)|2|ρ(ε)|2

× sin2(πωn)

π2ω2
n

{
1

(1 − ωn)2 + 1

(1 + ωn)2

}
. (B3)

Here we have dropped the terms ∼exp(i2π [ε + ωn](tA− −
tA+ )/τ ) as noncontributing. Since |tA− − tB+|/τ � 1 these terms
oscillate fast in both ε and ωn. Therefore, they are nullified
after the integration. The upper index “na” emphasizes that this
equation is for the time-dependent potential U (t), Eq. (A8),
leading to nonadiabatic emission of particles. Note that the
parts proportional 1/(1 − ωn)2 and 1/(1 + ωn)2 correspond to
an electron and a hole contributions, respectively.

With ρ(ε), Eq. (A21c), in the limit of T → 0 we represent
the density of states (normalized to �) as a sum of Breit-

Wigner resonances each of unit area:

1

|ρ(ε)|2 =
∞∑

�=−∞

g/π

(ε + 0.5 − �)2 + g2
,

1

|ρ(ε − ωn)|2 =
∞∑

n=−∞

g/π

(ε − ωn + 0.5 − n)2 + g2
, (B4)

with g = T/(4π ) a width (normalized to �).
Integrating over ωn, we take into account that the integrand

has narrow peaks at the integers ωn = � − n, where the sinus is
zero. Therefore, to leading order in g � 1 what matters is only
� = n, � = n ± 1 when the zeros of the denominator cancel
the zero of sin(πωn). Because of the difference of the Fermi
distribution functions, the term with � = n does not contribute.
In addition, if the temperature is much lower then the level
spacing, we can approximate f (ε) ≈ θ (−ε). Using this, we
find that only the pairs � = 1 ,n = 0 (an electron emission)
and � = 0 ,n = 1 (a hole emission) contribute. Therefore, we
arrive at

Pna
34 = −2P0, (B5)

announced already in Eq. (17).

2. Shot-noise suppression effect

If both sources A and B are switched on then

P34 = −P0
�4

(h̄�)4

∫ ∞

−∞
dε

∫ ∞

−∞
dωm

∫ ∞

−∞
dωn {f (ε + ωn) − f (ε + ωm)}2

× Re
∫ ∞

−∞
dωp ei2πωp(δτ/τ ) SA∗

out (ε, −ωn)SB
out(ε, −ωm)SB∗

out (ε + ωp,ωp − ωm)SA
out(ε + ωp,ωp − ωn), (B6)

where Re indicates the real part of an expression and

δτ = τLA − τLB . (B7)

Our aim here is to analyze how the shot noise depends on
the difference of times when particles emitted by the different
sources pass QPC C. This difference depends on both the
time when the particles were emitted and the time necessary
for them to propagate to QPC C. Without loss of generality
we assume that cavities A and B emit particles of the same
kind (electrons or holes) at the same time. Therefore, in this
subsection we use

SA
out = SB

out ≡ Sout. (B8)

Thus δτ alone determines the difference of times when the
particles pass QPC C: If δτ � τD the particles pass QPC C

independently, whereas if δτ = 0 they will collide.

a. Independent particles

If
δτ � τD, (B9)

then we show that
P34 = −4P0, (B10)

i.e., each particle contributes the same value −P0.

To arrive at Eq. (B10) we first represent the Fermi functions
difference in Eq. (B6) as

{f (ε + ωn) − f (ε + ωm)}2

= {f (ε + ωn) − f (ε)}2 + {f (ε) − f (ε + ωm)}2

+ 2{f (ε + ωn) − f (ε)}{f (ε) − f (ε + ωm)}. (B11)

Then, for instance, with the first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (B11) and with Eq. (B8) we can integrate out ωm in
Eq. (B6). Next we use the unitarity condition1

∫ ∞

−∞
dωm S∗

out(ε + ωp,ωp − ωm)Sout(ε + ωq,ωq − ωm)

=
(

h̄�

�

)2

δ(ωp − ωq). (B12)

complementary to Eq. (A24) and get δ(ωp). After that we
integrate out ωp, and arrive at an equation similar to Eq. (B1),
which is shown to be equal to −2P0, see Eq. (B5). The same
procedure with the second term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (B11) results in a second contribution −2P0. To prove
Eq. (B10) we have to show additionally that what remains in
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Eq. (B6) is zero,

P rest
34 = 2P0

∫ ∞

−∞
dε Re

∫ ∞

−∞
dωp ei2πωpδτ/τ |J (ε,ωp)|2,

(B13)

where

J (ε,ωp) = �2

(h̄�)2

∫ ∞

−∞
dωn{f (ε + ωn) − f (ε)}

× S∗
out(ε, −ωn)Sout(ε + ωp,ωp − ωn).

To show this we note that |δτ | � τ as it follows from Eqs. (B9)
and (2) for T � 1. We see that the integrand in Eq. (B13)
oscillates fast with ωp and, therefore, the integral over ωp is
zero, P rest

34 = 0.

b. Colliding particles

If the particles collide at QPC C,

δτ = 0, (B14)

then the noise is zero,

P34 = 0. (B15)

This follows directly from Eq. (B6), where we use Eqs. (B8)
and (A24) and integrate over ωp. As a result we find δ(ωn −
ωm), which in turn vanishes after the integration, say, over ωn,
due to the different Fermi functions.

We emphasize that both Eqs. (B10) and (B15) were
obtained without any reference to the condition of emission.

c. Partial overlap of wave packets

Now we analyze how the noise depends on the overlap of
particles at QPC C. The overlap is a function of the time delay
δτ ∼ τD . We use Eqs. (B8) and (A22b) in Eq. (B6), which
after the substitutions ωp → ωp − ε, ωn/m → −ωn/m − ε can
be cast into the following form:

Pna
34 = −P0

∫ ∞

−∞
dωn

∫ ∞

−∞
dωm |J (ωn,ωm)|2

× {f (−ωn) − f (−ωm)}2 , (B16)

where

J (ωn,ωm)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
dωpei2πωpδτ/τ sin(π [ωp + ωn])

π [ωp + ωn]

sin(π [ωp + ωm])

π [ωp + ωm]

×
⎧⎨
⎩δ(ωp + ωn) −

ei2π[ωp+ωn] t−/τ

(1−ωp−ωn) + ei2π[ωp+ωn] t+/τ

(1+ωp+ωn)
ρ∗(ωp)ρ(−ωn)

⎫⎬
⎭

×
⎧⎨
⎩δ(ωp + ωm) −

ei2π[ωp+ωm] t−/τ

(1−ωp−ωm) + ei2π[ωp+ωm] t+/τ

(1+ωp+ωm)
ρ(ωp)ρ∗(−ωm)

⎫⎬
⎭ .

(B17)

To simplify the equation above we note the following.
First, the term δ(ωm − ωn) does not contribute to Eq. (B16).

Second, since |t− − t+| ∼ T � τ then any term containing
exp{ωp[t− − t+]/τ } results in zero after the integration over
ωp. Furthermore, after simple algebra we find

J (ωn,ωm) = A−ei2πωq t−/τ + A+ei2πωq t+/τ

ρ∗(−ωm)ρ(−ωn)

sin(πωq)

πωq

,

(B18)

where ωq = ωn − ωm and

A∓ = ∓e−i2πωnδτ/τ

ωq ± 1
± e−i2πωmδτ/τ

ωq ∓ 1
+ Â∓, (B19)

with

Â∓ = πωq

sin(πωq)

∫ ∞

−∞
dωp

ei2πωpδτ/τ

π2|ρ(ωp)|2

× sin(π [ωp + ωn]) sin(π [ωp + ωm])

[ωp + ωn](ωp + ωn ∓ 1)[ωp + ωm](ωp + ωm ∓ 1)
.

(B20)

We evaluate the last integral in the same way as we evaluated
the integral in Eq. (A28):

Â∓ = 2

1 − ω2
q

∫ 1

0
dω′

p

ei2πω′
pδτ/τ

|ρ(ω′
p)|2 . (B21)

Factorizing the original integral into the product of the
integral over a single period and the sum over different
periods we used the following prescription: The quantity Â∓
is a continuous function of δτ and it is changed only a little on
the scale of τ , which is the smallest time scale in the problem
and in many cases we put it to be zero, τ → 0. Therefore, we
always consider δτ/τ � 1 to be, for instance, an integer. As
a consequence the integral in Eq. (B21) is the same for any
period of the density of states 1/|ρ(ωp)|2. Using Eq. (B4) we
finally arrive at

Â∓ = 2e−|δτ |/2τD

1 − ω2
q

. (B22)

To proceed we calculate |J (ωn,ωm)|2 and keep only the
terms with factors |A−|2 and |A+|2. All other terms, which
have fast oscillating factors ei2πωq t∓/τ , will be nullified after
the integration over ωn/m in Eq. (B16). Thus,

Pna
34 = −P0

∫ ∞

−∞

dωn

|ρ(ωn)|2
∫ ∞

−∞

dωm

|ρ(ωm)|2

× {f (ωn) − f (ωm)}2 4 sin2(πωq)

π2ω2
q

(
1 − ω2

q

)2

×
{
B(ωq) − 4e−|δτ |/2τD cos

(
2πωn

δτ

τ

)}
, (B23)
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where

B(ωq) = ω2
q + 1 + 2e−|δτ |/τD − [

ω2
q − 1

]
cos

(
2πωq

δτ

τ

)
.

(B24)

Note in Eq. (B23) we changed the sign, ωn/m → −ωn/m,
compared to Eq. (B16). In addition we used the symmetry
with respect to ωn and ωm and replaced cos(2πωnδτ/τ ) +
cos(2πωmδτ/τ ) by 2 cos(2πωnδτ/τ ).

Let us first evaluate the part of Eq. (B23) with B(ωq). We
use Eq. (B4). In the leading order in g → 0 and at small
temperatures, f (ωn) ≈ θ (−ωn), we find that only ωq = ±1 is
relevant. Using B(±1) = 2[1 + exp(−|δτ |/τD)] we calculate
the corresponding contribution

Pna,1
34 = −4P0{1 + e−|δτ |/τD }. (B25)

Similarly we evaluate the remaining part,

Pna,2
34 = 8e−|δτ |/2τDP0

∫ 0.5

−0.5
dωn

g/π cos
(
2πωn

δτ
τ

)
ω2

n + g2

= 8e−|δτ |/τDP0. (B26)

Summing up Eqs. (B25) and (B26) we arrive at

Pna
34 = −4P0{1 − e−|δτ |/τD }. (B27)

We see that at |δτ | → ∞, we recover the independent
particle case, see Eq. (B10), whereas at δτ = 0 the zero-noise
result for colliding particles is recovered; see Eq. (B15).
If electrons and holes have different time delays we arrive
at Eq. (18).

APPENDIX C: TWO-PARTICLE EMITTER

Let two cavities be coupled to the same edge state, a distance L away from each other (see Fig. 2). We assume that the cavities
emit particles at different times but are otherwise identical.

1. Scattering amplitude

The elements of the Floquet scattering matrix Ŝ
(2)
F of the two-cavity system are expressed in terms of the elements of the

Floquet scattering matrices of the cavities, ŜA
F and ŜB

F , in the following way:1

S
(2)
F (E,En)=

∞∑
�=−∞

SB
F (E,E�)eiϕL(E)ei��τLSA

F (E�,En), (C1)

where ϕL(E) is the phase factor describing free propagation between the cavities, τL is the time of flight from A to B. Using
Eqs. (A21) and introducing S

j
out we rewrite

S
(2)
out(ε, − ωn) = �

h̄�

∫
dω� eiϕL(ε) ei2πω�τL/τ SB

out(ε, − ω�)SA
out(ε + ω�,ω� − ωn). (C2)

We simplify the above equation in two important cases: (i) if the cavities emit an electron and a hole at close times, and (ii) if
they emit two electrons at close times. We use S

j
out, Eq. (A22b), with t∓ replaced by t

j
∓. We will use the upper indices “eh” and

“ee” to distinguish quantities related to these cases.

a. Electron-hole emission

We keep the terms with tA− and tB+ in equations for SA
out and SB

out, respectively, and find

S
(2)eh
out (ε, −ωn) = ei[ψ(ε)+πωn] h̄�

�

ρ∗(ε)

ρ(ε)

ρ∗(ε + ωn)

ρ(ε + ωn)
e−i2πωnt

A
−/τ

×
{

δS
(2)eh
out (ε, −ωn)

ρ∗(ε)ρ∗(ε + ωn)
+ δ(ωn) + sin(πωn)

πωn

[
ei2πωnδt

eh/τ / (ωn − 1)

ρ∗(ε)ρ(ε + ωn)
− 1/ (ωn + 1)

ρ∗(ε + ωn)ρ(ε)

]}
, (C3)

where ψ(ε) = 2θr + 2φ(U0/�,ε) + ϕL(ε) and

δteh = tA− + τd − tB+ , (C4)

and

δS
(2)eh
out (ε, −ωn) =

∫
dω�

sin(πω�)

πω�

sin(π [ω� −ωn])

π [ω� − ωn]

exp
{
i2πω�

δteh

τ

}
(ω� − 1) (ω� −ωn − 1) ρ2(ε + ω�)

. (C5)
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Here in exp{i2πω�δt
eh/τ } we have neglected τ compared to δteh. To simplify further we expand 1/ρ2 into the sum of

the Breit-Wigner resonances,

1

ρ2(ε + ω�)
=

∞∑
a=−∞

−g/π

(ε + ω� + 0.5 − a + ig)2
, (C6)

and integrate out ω� as we already did. As a result we obtain

δS
(2)eh
out (ε, −ωn) = θ (−δteh) e− |δteh|/2τD

δteh

τD

e−i2πεδteh/τ 2 sin(πωn)

πωn

(
ω2

n − 1
) . (C7)

Interestingly, this term vanishes at δteh = 0, when an electron and a hole are emitted simultaneously, as well as at |δteh| � τD ,
when they are emitted independently.

b. Two-electron emission

Keeping the terms with tA− and tB− in equations for SA
out and SB

out, respectively, we calculate

S
(2)ee
out (ε, −ωn) = ei[ψ(ε)+πωn] h̄�

�

ρ∗(ε)

ρ(ε)

ρ∗(ε + ωn)

ρ(ε + ωn)
e−i2πωnt

A
−/τ

×
{

δS
(2)ee
out (ε, −ωn)

ρ∗(ε)ρ∗(ε + ωn)
+ δ(ωn) − sin(πωn)

πωn (ωn + 1)

[
ei2πωn(δtee/τ )

ρ∗(ε)ρ(ε + ωn)
+ 1

ρ∗(ε + ωn)ρ(ε)

]}
, (C8)

δS
(2)ee
out (ε, −ωn) = θ (−δtee) e− |δtee|/2τd

δtee

τD

e−i2πεδtee/τ 2 sin(πω′
n)

πω′
n

(
1 − ω′2

n

) , (C9)

where ω′
n = ωn + 1 and

δtee = tA− + τd − tB− . (C10)

The term δS
(2)ee
out (ε, −ωn) is irrelevant in both the case of emission of independent electrons, |δtee| � τD , and in the case of

emission of a pair of electrons, δtee = 0.

2. dc heat flow

The excess energy, i.e., the energy over the Fermi energy,
carried out by the particles emitted during each period can be
calculated as a dc heat flow I

Q
dc, which is expressed in terms

of the Floquet scattering amplitude as follows :1,46

I
Q
dc = �3

hh̄�

∫ ∞

−∞
dωn

∫ ∞

−∞
ε dε {f (ε + ωn) − f (ε)}

× ∣∣S(2)
out (ε, −ωn)

∣∣2
. (C11)

We use this equation to analyze different conditions of
emission.

a. Emission of independent particles

We use Eq. (C3) at δteh � τD in Eq. (C11) and obtain

I
Q
dc = �

T

∫ ∞

−∞
dωn

∫ ∞

−∞
ε dε

f (ε + ωn) − f (ε)

|ρ(ε)|2|ρ(ε + ωn)|2

× sin2(πωn)

π2ω2
n

{
1

(ωn − 1)2 + 1

(ωn + 1)2

}
. (C12)

Here we dropped a term proportional to exp(i2πωnδt
eh/τ )

since it is oscillating fast and hence vanishes after the
integration over ωn. To continue we use Eq. (B4) to integrate

over ωn and over ε and find

I
Q
dc = �

T . (C13)

Note that both terms in the curly brackets in Eq. (C12)
contribute equally. The first one corresponds to a hole emission
and the second one corresponds to an electron emission.
Therefore, each particle carries an energy Ena = �/2, see
Eq. (25). The same answer, Eq. (C13), is obtained if we use
Eq. (C8) at δtee � τD .

Notice that since both cavities together emit four particles
per period, two electrons and two holes, the total dc heat current
is twice as large as I

Q
dc, Eq. (C13).

b. Electron-hole pair emission

If δteh = 0, then Eq. (C11) with S
(2)eh
out from Eq. (C3) gives

I
Q
dc = �

T

∫ ∞

−∞
dωn

∫ ∞

−∞
ε dε

f (ε + ωn) − f (ε)

|ρ(ε)|2|ρ(ε + ωn)|2

× sin2(πωn)

π2ω2
n

{
1

(ωn − 1)2 + 1

(ωn + 1)2 − 2ξ (ε,ωn)

ω2
n − 1

}
,

(C14)

where

ξ (ε,ωn) = Re
ρ∗(ε + ωn)ρ(ε)

ρ(ε + ωn)ρ∗(ε)
. (C15)
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Evaluating integrals over ε and ωn at g → 0 along the same
lines as before we find that the term proportional to ξ (ε,ωn)
does not contribute. Hence, Eq. (C13) remains valid even if
an electron and a hole are emitted simultaneously. Therefore,
there is no re-absorption27,28 under the nonadiabatic emission
condition.

c. Electron-electron pair emission

We substitute Eq. (C8) into Eq. (C11) and find at δtee = 0:

I
Q,ee
dc = �

T

∫ ∞

−∞
dωn

∫ ∞

−∞
ε dε

f (ε + ωn) − f (ε)

|ρ(ε)|2|ρ(ε + ωn)|2

× 2 sin2(πωn)[1 + ξ (ε,ωn)]

π2ω2
n (ωn + 1)2 . (C16)

With 1/|ρ(ε)|2 given by Eq. (B4) we calculate at g → 0:

I
Q,ee
dc = 2�

T . (C17)

We see that the energy carried by the two-electron pair,
Eee

na = 2�, is as twice as large as the energy, 2Ena = �, carried
by two electrons emitted separately. This energy enhancement
is due to the Pauli exclusion principle which forbids that
the two electrons emitted simultaneously have the same
energy.

The doubling of the work done by the two-particle source
when it emits two-electron pairs is a peculiar feature common
to both adiabatic28 and nonadiabatic, Eq. (C17), conditions of
emission.
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